Manage your
warehouse quickly
and properly & be
one step ahead of
the competition!

Increase your
warehouse
performance with
Logo WMS
Effective warehouse management plays a key role in increasing productivity along the entire value chain
from production to distribution. Logo WMS, Logo’s Warehouse Management System solution for companies
of all sizes, provides effective control and management at all times. Thanks to its compatibility with Android
devices, state-of-the-art barcode systems and the availability of various modules, Logo WMS increases the
efficiency of companies that carry out warehouse processes while reducing their costs.

Keep your warehouse under control with Logo WMS
Constant advances in technology make business processes faster, and warehouses that are the
pillar of a business are no exceptions. Accurate and thorough management of a warehouse is an
important factor for increasing profitability. The Logo WMS Warehouse Management System was
developed to give companies this advantage. It manages all warehouse movements via Android
devices and increases profitability by accelerating processes with its advanced features.
Logo WMS improves warehouse processes by checking all the points which should be improved
or which may be overlooked in all the processes performed by humans.

An automation tool that makes
warehouse management more
efficient and adds value to your
business, Logo WMS supports
your digital transformation!

Logo WMS’s
outstanding features
Goods receiving per order
Palletizing during goods receival
Transfer of materials from one address to another with or without pallets
Pallet processes
Scheduled order shipment
Use of carts for material collection and placement processes
Nationalization
Work-based employee score assessment
Labeling materials, address, pallets and packaging
Transfers between warehouses
Production operations and entry of consumables/losses from production

Increased profitability that
comes with the automatization of
warehouse processes
For businesses that run warehouse processes, the Warehouse Management System is a factor that directly affects
profitability. Therefore, it is very important to choose a solution that can be used not only in the stages of keeping
inventory and making shipments, but throughout the entire value chain. This way, businesses can offer the right
product to their customers in the right place, at the right time, and at the right price with Logo WMS, and achieve
profitability and competitive advantage.

Offer your customers better service by automating your warehouse management
and edge out the competition!

Faster business processes
While business processes are accelerating, Logo WMS contributes to profitability in
general by helping warehouses adapt to this speed. Warehouses that are managed faster
with more accuracy and in more detail with Logo WMS improve business efficiency, which
brings more profits.

Efficient control and labor savings
By eliminating human-oriented errors in the warehouse transactions, Logo WMS helps to
identify points that need to be improved by controlling warehouse processes end-to-end.
An efficient warehouse management enabled by Logo WMS positively affects the overall
profitability of the company by reducing employee costs.

Goods receiving check
Logo WMS also automates the detection and counting of faulty goods from suppliers
during goods acceptance in the warehouse. In this way, the acceptance of goods
duration is shortened and acceptance of faulty goods cases are reduced. Logo WMS
enables purchase orders to be monitored, and warehouse organization and layout to be
maintained.

Place the right products on the right shelves with the effective
control mechanism of Logo WMS!

Convenience in warehouse counting processest
Time-consuming operations such as stock-taking of received items, in-stock and outgoing
goods are facilitated by Logo WMS’s feature that allows barcodes to be scanned via
handheld terminals. Stocktaking by serial, lot and stock address data, Logo WMS enables
healthier records to be obtained by comparing the registered stock and the stock-take
results in real time. Where there is an inconsistency between the registered stock and the
stock-take data, the slips for stocktaking differences can be automatically created
in Logo WMS.

Support with production registries with Android devices
Intermediate stocks and instant production orders
can also be monitored via Logo WMS, which enables
production stages and goods at the end of the production
line to be registered via Android devices. Operations
related to schedule of materials, as well as the stocks
of raw materials and semi-finished goods can easily be
monitored. This allows Logo WMS to also contribute to
the efficiency of the production process.

Take control of your inventory and production
processes by integrating Logo WMS into your
Android devices!

Error-free delivery of goods
Logo WMS ensures that the process is completed without
any errors by continuously monitoring the shipment
process through paperwork checks. Since multiple people
are able to collect orders simultaneously via Android
devices, shipment times become shorter, while shipment
of inaccurate products to customers is prevented. The
addressing feature accelerates the collection of goods.

2D barcode support
Thanks to its capability to scan 2D (two-dimensional) barcodes and data matrices,
Logo WMS is able to automatically decipher the information contained in the barcodes,
particularly in the medical and pharmaceutical industries. This prevents acceptance or
delivery of wrong products.

Series/lots monitoring
Logo WMS provides easy traceability by registering information such as serial/lot numbers,
expiry dates, and batch numbers which are critical in industries such as food, chemistry,
cosmetics and medical. Thanks to this practice, operations based on serial numbers are
also expedited in industries such as electronics and machinery.

What can you do with
Logo WMS?
General transactions
Order-based delivery and goods receiving
Delivery planning
Pallet transactions
Use of carts for placement and delivery
Warehouse movements on the basis of demand slips
Return sales and purchases
Material management slips (consumables, losses, warehouse slips etc.)
Consignment transactions
Good receiving with multiple order checks

Material usage properties
2D barcode support
Series/Lots support
Multiple barcode support for materials
Compliance with mixed parcel usage processes
Address support
Work with variant materials
Analyze and interpret barcodes with multiple data

Production modulet
Production address assignment
Production order support
Changing the amounts of consumables and losses used in production
orders Generation of automatic consumable/loss slips with production
amount entry
Automatic/manual consumable/loss slip generation”

Inventory
Inventory with handheld terminals
Real-time result tracking and syncing stock with inventory data
Series/lots-based comparison

Our Integrated Solutions with
Logo WMS

Enterprise resource
planning

Enterprise resource planning: Enterprise Resource Planning applications allow businesses to manage all their data
and business processes centrally, end to end, and significantly increase operational efficiency. Logo KKP Solutions
consist of an extensive portfolio, and provide traceability, effective control, and data reliability in all operations
from accounting and finance management to foreign trade, procurement processes and production. In this way,
operational processes are automated in every business, and time and cost savings are achieved with a reduced
workload. Logo KKP Solutions provide businesses of all sizes with more efficient business processes, greater
savings, with higher levels of employee and customer satisfaction.

For further
information
about WMS

Logo
solutions:

The most
valuable
IT brand of
Turkey

Ecosystem
of 5000+
people

800+

90.000+

Business
partners

Active
customers

1.200+

Employees

Logo is coding the future together with its customers, business partners, employees,
investors and all stakeholders as a company contributing to the sustainable success
of its customers with its products and services that appeal to all companies from
micro size to enterprise level. It creates value for its customers with passion and agility.
Turkey’s largest public software company and most valuable
information technology brand* Logo, operates in software sector
as one of the leading companies since its establishment in 1984.
Logo offers application software to enterprises ranging in size from
micro companies to large scale corporations. The company, by
increasing innovation and creativity in its products and services,
lays the foundation for sustainable success by accompanying
more than 200,000 companies so far on their journey of growth,
with more than 1,200 employees and 800 business partners in 4
different countries at 7 different locations.

and believing in the dreams of its customers, sharing the same goals
and working diligently to fulfil them, Logo carries out its business with
the vision of coding Turkey’s future together.

Since its foundation, Logo has been the innovative leader of its
sector with the innovations it brought with its products, services,
and business processes; more importantly with the added value it
created in the digital transformation. Logo has invested in different
businesses and technologies, and in recent years has made great
leaps and revenue growth due to organic and inorganic growth.
Logo has always adopted a fair and transparent management, and
In addition to Enterprise Resource Planning, Logo’s offerings currently has a 66% free-float rate. The company became the first
comprise many complementary solutions such as Customer public software company in Turkey in 2000.
Relationship Management, Human Resources Management,
Workflow Management, Warehouse Management Systems, Logo completed a significant portion of its 35-yearlong history as the
Business Analytics Solutions and Retail Solutions. Having taken the market leader in the industry, and after a series of strategic investments
lead in the ERP sector in terms of number of customers for many aiming at transferring the know-how and experience gained in the
years, Logo has a large and dynamic ecosystem that extends from Turkish market to abroad, it continues on the path towards becoming
partners to Logo users, from academicians to students and industry a regional player. Logo has been pursuing its firm growth with 41%
professionals. Along with the power stemming from this ecosystem, revenue CAGR (compound annual growth rate) in the last 10 years.

Offers high
performance

Offer an
affordable total
cost of ownership

Provides an
open platform

Quickly installed

Brand Finance “Turkey’s most valuable and strongest brands report”, June 2019
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Upgradeable
functions in line
sector-specific
needs

Creates a synergy
with common
solutions and
platforms

Find the closest
business partner...

Ağaçlar geleceğimizdir, geleceği birlikte yazalım. Bu broşürler, %100 geri dönüştürülmüş kağıttan üretilmiştir.

